The Astro view of John Key selfishly selling the homeland
By Glen Atkinson

I was wandering around the other day and came across John Keys birth chart.
Amid some wonderful indications of a very capable and charming fellow, I came across the
indication of JK selfish exploitation of his motherland.
Naturally these following comments would be better placed as part of a fuller reading to provide a
larger overall context, but this is just a short snort, to highlight a point of great significance for the
coming weeks.
The most interesting part of JK chart is based around his Sun (16) conjunct Uranus (25) in Leo.
Mercury (10) Node (27) and Pluto (7 Virgo) are all nearby , filling out a very strong stellium
(group). These latter guys add commitment and determined drive once ones mind is made up.
With the first lot though, a very self orientated Uranus , easily pushes an already narcissistic Sun
on Leo, to quite some height of selfishness. This is a loner who does not need acknowledgement
from others , to feel confident enough to do just whatever he likes.
The indication that his selfishness will show towards the motherland comes from these planets
having a square (90) relationship to two asteroids Ceres (21) and Vesta (26) , who are in Taurus.
Ceres, is the mother goddess of abundant life, family, tribe, land, agriculture, and the mother
land

in general.

Vesta

is

the

goddess

of dedication,

and

devotion

to

a

'spiritual'

intention. Together they indicate a devotion to the motherland, which is very much a part of JK
story. There is a positive story around this, however it is ultimately flavoured by the selfish
speakers at the table. Part of this story would also include, how as a child his community showed
great devotion to him through his social welfare support. The question arises of his attitude to this
support then?
It is the square aspect that brings out the dark side of each of these groups. Hence his selfishness
would be focused most selfishly towards the homeland.

When we reflect upon the treasonous

nature of the TPPA, which opens the door to New Zealand taxpayers being taken to court by
international corporations ( his real tribe ), for wanting their country as they want it. We can get a
sense of what lengths he is prepared to go.
The real 'kicker' of our time though, is that Saturn is now sitting at 18 degrees of Scorpio. This fills
in the tense T square to the other ’selfish’ planets. Saturn is the manifesting planet. It brings
everything to earth, sort of a 'gravity planet', and so we can expect this period to be when this
inherent betrayal is likely to come about.
Saturn has been on this sensitive area since

November 2013, and will carry on through till

November 2014. Since it has passed the Sun, (the conscious individual) the 'outcome' has been
bought to full consciousness and is well underway. It can still be influenced obviously, however if
he is re elected then this will play out to its horrendous fate, and probably as one of his first acts.
We only need to look back to his part in the 1987 dollar collapse, and see that the same planets
were doing the same thing, for a previous example of his intended fate.
So kiwis if JK gets back in get ready to open your bank accounts to pay for the corporate fines that
await us. We will be kept poor for generations.
It seems to me that the treasonous realities of the TPPA means that anyone who votes for the
national party are indeed committing a treasonous act.
Here is the guy to do it, and here is the time it can happen.
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